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Sociolinguistics

• traditionally based on empirical data; however, the use
of standard corpora in this field has been rather limited

• three issues:
1. the operationalization of sociolinguistic theory into

measurable categories suitable for corpus research
2. the lack of sociolinguistic metadata encoded in

available corpora
3. the lack of sociolinguistically rigorous sampling in

corpus construction
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Sociolinguistics: areas of interest
• sociolinguistics traditionally studies variation and change

• sociolingistic variation:
• demographic variation

• gender, region, age, education, class...

• variation across registers

• Biber’s dimensions (involved v. informational, narrative

v. non-narrative...)

• phonetic/prosodic variation

• dialects (Cockney etc.)
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Example: Biber’s dimensions



Topics and resources
• diachronic variation:

• Brown family corpora (Brown/Frown, LOB/FLOB)
• historical corpora (Helsinki Corpus, ARCHER)

• synchronic variation:
• global varieties of English (GloWbE corpus)
• spoken v. computer-mediated varieties (CORE corpus)

• corpus-based sociolinguistics: so far restricted mostly to
the area of gender studies at the lexical level
• sexism, feminism, sexual identity

• Beaugrande (1998: 131): “some interesting prospects”
(ongoing collocational approximation v. traditional focus
on phonetics, grammar)
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Case studies in sociolinguisticsCase studies in sociolinguistics
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Lexical differences in speech

• young speakers: no but, yeah but (McEnery’s research on modern speech)

Little Britain: “teenager” Vicky Pollard

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pcFcnJKWlg
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Lexical differences between sexes
• Rayson, P. et al. (1997): Social differentiation in the use of English

vocabulary. IJCL 2:1, 133–152.



Lexical differences between sexes



Lexical differences between sexes

SOCIAL CLASS IN THE BNC
AB Higher management: administrative or professional
C1 Lower management: supervisory or clerical
C2 Skilled manual
DE Semi-skilled or unskilled



Written v. spoken variation



Gender in a diachronic perspective



Diachronic variation
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Reading

common reading:

McEnery, T., Xiao, R. & Tono, Y. (2006): Swearing in modern
British English. In Corpus-Based Language Studies,
Routledge, pp. 264–286.
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Discussion

• What are the most frequent methods to be used in corpus-
based sociolinguistics?

• Can you see a difference between CADS and sociolinguistics?
• What sociolinguistic variables are usually encoded in spoken

corpora?
• How would you sample a spoken corpus of your language?
• Is there a clear social class distinction in your country?

• How can swearing be analyzed from a sociolinguistic
perspective?

• Is there a similarly “universal” swear word as fuck in your
mother tongue?
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